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Opening Day: She’s coming back to me  

 

The mistress of spring is coming back home after a heady trip abroad. She’s wearing a 

devilish blue dress, cut low, the way I like it, and carrying a baseball bat. Again, the way 

I love it. That is but one vision of baseball that in my more sensuous dreams might exist. 

 

“What is Love?” but that of a pitcher scraping dirt off the rubber, digging his toe into 

side, and steaming a bee ball toward a tightly-muscled assassin with a 35-inch thunder 

maker in his clutches. As the pop of the mit or the sweet crack of the bat means we are 

seeing the first of thousands of confrontations between the two diametrically-opposed 

fellas. That is love to a baseball fan. 

 

In our nation’s capital, as the 2008 election stirs patriotic feelings, the Washington 

Nationals open a new cathedral for the baseball gods to perform their wondrous feats. It 

seems Cuba’s better known Castro knew the park was going to be a startling vision, and 

decided, “leader of Cuba or new Washington Senator, er, National pitching prospect?” 

and chose to give it, just one more try. 

 

As a team in search of a new owner, the Chicago Cubs are seeking to break through after 

100 years. 100 years. When they last proclaimed the title of World Champions, the world 

had no supersonic travel, no television, no atomic annihilation, no internet, no rights to 

vote for women, and still held back African-Americans. How times have evolved for 

some. As the team has changed hands, from restaurateur, to gum maker, to son-of-a- 

(gun) gum maker to corporate conglomerate, the loyalty of the fans has kept alive the 

dreams of William Wrigley, who never won a title, but is the name everyone will forever 

associate with the ballpark at Clark & Addison. No matter what the current real estate 

man has to say about it. 

 

In Los Angeles, fifty years after their movement west on a subsonic bird of Orville 

Wright’s wilder dreams, the Dodgers are playing again in the L.A. Coliseum. A place 

developed for Olympic feats and USC football, it makes for a quirky attempt to put 

80,000 fans aghast at the odd dimensions swinging around to the left field area. Where an 

outfielder has to put on protective gear, or at least, gets an opportunity to add 3
rd

 base to 

his list of abilities. Only outfielder Wally Moon might reminisce fondly about his time 

hitting in this short-lived version of a major league ballpark. 

 

These are some of the new memories surrounding the return of my mistress from abroad. 

She is a broad – curvy, sometimes luscious, full of vigor, but she never ages – and yet, 

she is hardened by a seven-score affirmation that every spring she’ll come back home to 

us. Fresh. A clean slate. Mistakes forgiven. And more new memories to make whilst 

“rounding the sack.” 

 

Opening Day. She’s home.      

 



The Usual Suspects: The Cubs Opening Week Lineup 

 

As the season began, the Cubs were without a “traditional” leadoff man. One with patience, 

some pop and speed to burn. The Cubs management (in its wisdom) tried to acquire Orioles 2B 

Brian Roberts in the off-season via the Connie Mack-to-Wayne Huizenga fire sale of talent that 

all ready had landed Baltimore 10 prospects for LHP Erik Bedard (5) and SS Miguel Tejada (5). 

But Baltimore’s Andy MacPhail, ex-Cubs president, set a bounty the Cubs were unwilling to 

meet, and thus, sans the traditional table setter. 

 

Cubs Starting Lineup on Opening Day 3
rd

 –4
th

 game lineup 

Ryan Theriot SS Alfonso Soriano LF 

Alfonso Soriano LF Ryan Theriot SS 

Derek Lee 1B Derek Lee 1B 

Aramis Ramirez 3B Aramis Ramirez 3B 

Kosuke Fukudome RF Kosuke Fukudome RF 

Mark DeRosa 2B Mark DeRosa 2B 

Geovany Soto C Geovany Soto C 

Felix Pie CF Felix Pie CF 

Carlos Zambrano P Pitcher’s spot 

 

Often the Cubs seem too focused on speed in the leadoff spot for speed sake, ignoring the 1
st
 

man’s primary objective: to get on base. To do this, taking pitches, a sharp eye and a willingness 

to sacrifice one’s power swing (pitch-to-pitch) is the discipline.  In baseball history, the insertion 

of an ideal man, such as all-around nightmare Rickey Henderson, pesky-to-death Richie Ashburn 

or Reds machinist mate Joe Morgan, have been the kick-starters of numerous rallies and early 

showers for befuddled pitchers.  

 

The Cubs need that stuff again – like the 1984 Cubs utilized the talents of speedy Bob Dernier to 

get to NL MVP Ryan Sandberg to set up Gary Matthews – and I see a potential for that.  

 

Alfonso Soriano lacks patience and brings only one superior attribute to the top: power. His 

speed is still good, but he will never achieve a 50-stolen base season with a high OBP. In fact, he 

hasn’t gone above .360 OBP in his recent career.  Fonzi says, “Whoa!!!” to walking, and 

“Hey!!!” to swinging for the downs. 

 

Soriano's Numbers since 2000 

Age BA OBP SLG SB HR R RBI 

25 0.268 0.304 0.432 43 18 77 73 

26 0.300 0.332 0.547 41 39 128 102 

27 0.290 0.338 0.525 35 38 114 91 

28 0.280 0.324 0.484 18 28 77 91 

30 0.277 0.351 0.560 41 46 119 95 

29 0.268 0.309 0.512 30 36 102 104 

31 0.299 0.337 0.560 19 33 97 70 

 

Others, like Theriot, haven’t achieved the success in the majors yet to fill the bill as the leadoff 

man. So what could work? 



In the short duration of time he’s been in America, Fukudome makes a legitimate case to leadoff.  

Most analysts have stated Fukudome has doubles power, great patience and decent speed, ideally 

suited to bat 2
nd

 in the order. Ideally for a team with a good leadoff, but as good as it gets for a 

team with a mediocre current solution. 

 
Revised Lineup Reasons and Results 

Kosuke Fukudome RF –L  Will walk 3X what Soriano does, has power, sees pitches and opportunities. 

Derrek Lee 1B –R * Has ability to hit to RF, improved OBP, decent speed and has batted here before. 

Aramis Ramirez 3B –R The actual best hitter, good XBH guy last 5 seasons in Chicago. 

Alfonso Soriano LF –R Power guy first. Can leadoff a 2
nd

 inning or create havoc with 2 outs. 

Mark DeRosa 2B –R Would be best suited as 6
th

 spot, but can protect Soriano. 

Geovany Soto C –R Has power, needs time to carve out a niche as a backstop, maybe a 5
th

 hitter in future. 

Ryan Theriot SS –R Good speed. 3
rd

 inning leadoff. Has to improve his consistency. 

Felix Pie CF –L Currently, unable to hit curve balls. Has time to reach full potential. 

Pitcher’s spot Standard role. 

 

The Cubs are not going to gain that much benefit from the righty-lefty alternating setup that 

managers dream of nightly. Alfonso Soriano does not hit well against quirky lefties, as his 

numbers in 2005 and 2007 indicate. (Meaning: it would have a zero-to-negative effect to do the 

alternating batting with lefty Fukudome in the middle and Soriano at the top.)  

 

Relievers, left or right handed, are going to face the heart of a right-hand order. Best hitters that 

you would never pull anyways.  

 

Fukudome’s potential value lies in his presence on the base paths – with mashers behind him – 

and scoring more runs from the top. Both Lee and Ramirez (stats below – asterisk indicates 

injury or other team) can drive home anyone. Soriano protects Ramirez, and Fonzi’s value lies in 

hitting dingers, being aggressive, forcing pitchers to come to him with the bases filled.  

 

Derrek Lee's Numbers since 2000  Aramis Ramirez's Numbers since 2000 

Age BA OBP SLG SB HR R RBI  Age BA OBP SLG SB HR R RBI 

25 0.281 0.368 0.507 0 28 70 70  22* 0.256 0.293 0.402 0 6 19 35 

26 0.282 0.346 0.474 4 21 83 75  23* 0.300 0.350 0.536 5 34 83 112 

27 0.270 0.378 0.494 19 27 95 86  24* 0.234 0.279 0.387 2 18 51 71 

28 0.271 0.379 0.508 21 31 91 92  25* 0.259 0.314 0.491 1 15 31 39 

29 0.278 0.356 0.504 12 32 90 98  25 0.280 0.330 0.448 1 12 44 67 

30 0.335 0.418 0.662 15 46 120 107  26 0.318 0.373 0.578 0 36 99 103 

31* 0.286 0.368 0.474 8 8 30 30  27 0.302 0.358 0.568 0 31 72 92 

32 0.317 0.400 0.513 6 22 91 82  28 0.291 0.352 0.561 2 38 93 119 

         29 0.310 0.366 0.549 0 26 72 101 

 

The remaining lineup has upside; can start rallies with legs or power; and can develop well 

enough throughout the season. But the top 2 men, with their presence on the basepaths, can 

provide serious offense with their ability to use patience, power plus and occasional speed. 

 

The Boston Red Sox have been prone to use out-of-the-box ideas, employing the “Greek God of 

Walks”, 1B Kevin Youkilis, as a leadoff man in 2006. Even this year, Boston puts him in the 2
nd

 

slot. 



 

Sweet Lou has to be tired of the usual suspects. 

 

 



The Mindset of a Fanatic: Delusions of Baseball Grandeur  
 
As a baseball season goes from a slow spring simmer to a hearty summer boil, it is the 
fan that reflects the bipolarity of a franchise’s success. The fanatic lives and dies for his 
team, one game, one inning and one pitch at a time. And do things that make sanity 
only a meager word in the psychiatric dictionary. 
 
Last week, for example, LF Alfonso Soriano had begun the season batting around .050, 
one hit in 20 at bats. This started conversations again about his suitability to lead off for 
the Cubs. Fans were clamoring for a change. The Windy City Windbags, a team you’ve 
never heard of downtown, were out in gale force. A cheap bottle of scotch and a 
linoleum floor were the answers to my baseball addictive behaviors. I was nearing the 
ledge – looking for a way down off the Sears Tower.  
 

 
Naomi watching me for the last time 

Naomi Watts couldn’t save me. 
 
In Boston, the ledge dwellers never leave. 
With 1B David Ortiz hitting slightly above 
the temperature in Boston, the 2007 
World Champions’ fans are putting curses 
on The House that A-Rod Contracted, 
leaving Ortiz’s jersey buried in the 
concrete supporting The Bosses’ new 
digs. Lunatics is, as lunatics does – with 
Yankee jackhammers taking the time to 
remove the offending clothing from the 
complex. 

 
A Haitian taxi cab driver with a stellar resume that includes Times Square peep show 
operator and Voodoo practitioner has volunteered to perform a spiritual incantation to 
place another hex, Ouija board style, on the formerly accursed Red Sox. “Take back 
that Bambino Curse!!!” The Port-Au-Prince-accented Yankee fanatic was quoted on 
Sunday. George Bush I would approve of the voodoo with the economics of breaking 
out this inconsequential addition to the foundation of a $1.3 billion dollar house. (As a 
member of the ACLU, I take issue with this minor concern…) 
 

 

In Cali, where left-wingers and Vegans 
unite in perfect Ying-Yang harmony, 
Anaheim-Los Angeles Angels batting 
averages and pitching staff woes are 
bantered on this uniquely successful 
website. (Lying is the actual 1st step to 
admitting you have a problem…)   



Even in the National League version of La-
La Land, a man called Jones (not Jesus 
Jones, that early 1990’s quasi-alternative 
troubadour and not Jim Jones, either) 
hasn’t quite learned how to hang loose 
and catch some gnarly wave action up on 
Santa Monica Pier. His 3rd base coach, 
Larry “David” Bowa, wants Andruw Jones 
to think “outside the box”, but baseball is a 
box sport as the box score, batter’s box, 
pitcher’s box, coaches’ box, box of 
Crackerjacks and foxy boxing, uh, wrong 
sport, indicates. Bowa received baseball’s 
version of a “Pasadena” from the League 
office for 3 games. Bummer. 

 
Santa Monica Pier 

 
In fly over country, where this writer plies out a meager existence, Milwaukee’s renewed 
vocal interest keeps-on-a-wishin’ for a healthy pitching staff while touting their young 
positional talent. “We’re going to win the National League Central by 6 games,” came 
the proclamation down from Mt. Carmel to WSCR 670 in Chi-town.  No supporting facts 
or in-depth analysis, just good ole fashion fandom, we’re gonna win, narcissism-be-me 
statements. 10 games in, the season is over. “Get Bud Selig on the phone, start the 
playoffs for your hometown nine, commish, and leave us fanatical Old Milwaukee beer 
swillers some brats, will ya?” 
 
These are just a few of the disorders in a baseball game: the 
craziness of analyzing 10 games out of 162, looking for “a 
pattern.” Much like a psychologist giving a diagnosis of a 
troubled client’s root cause to all his ills after three, $250/hr 
sessions. (Course, at 250 bones, smackers and greenpesos, 
a “client” might want to try dialing up Eliot Spitzer’s “therapist” 
for some TLC. At least the problem will be “out in the open”, 
freed from “Levi Strauss constraints” for discussion and able 
“to get properly off” while rooting for the problem. Yikes!) 

 
 
As we boo, cheer and chastise along with our fellow worshippers of the sport, like our 
ancestral Christendom Romans did, we are fulfilling the need of a brief reality break. 
Using these moments in the park to buttress our often, mundane lives. The filling of a 
void, that our careers, our families and our government (most definitely), will not always 
do. The making of a date to get away from economic woes, relationship foes, and their 
deteriorating effects on our lives. The seeing of baseball perfection, shaped in a field of 
dreams, is just the medicine for an eager, exuberant, loyal and rabid fan.  
 
WE’RE GONNA WIN!!!  
WE’RE GONNA WIN!!! 
WE’RE GONNA WIN!!! 



Cubs 4 – A Few, Good Baseball-Minded Men: Recent Battlefield Successes Could 
Be Foiled by Generalissimo Samuel Zell’s Continued Ownership 
 
When local Real Estate Magnate Samuel Zell acquired the Tribune Company (and the 
Chicago Cubs) from the Chandler Family, many thought Zell’s overly cozy relationship 
to the financiers of the deal, Merrill Lynch and CitiGroup, was a bad omen of things to 
come on Wall Street. Both Citi and Merrill were advising the Tribune Company on the 
viability of the prospective bidders, termed “staple financing”, as in Staples, “we got 
that, too.” (In actuality it is called staple financing because paperwork is often stapled 
onto the deal’s term sheet to help a seller develop a robust auction by offering  
on-the-spot financing to all “potential” suitors. Wall Street speak…)  
 
The fact Zell had Merrill Lynch represent him in a $39 billion sale of Equity Office 
Properties to the Blackstone Group likely meant that any bid made on the Tribune 
Company by Zell was going to be promoted over the other candidates. (Viagranaires Eli 
Broad and Ronald W. Burkle also submitted an exact dollar amount bid of $8.2 billion.)  
 
So, in April 2007, Zell became commander-in-chief of the most woe-begotten baseball 
franchise, the lovable losers, the Chicago Cubs. 
 
The Cubs in the 2006-2007 Hot Stove cooked up an entire pot of free agents signings to 
the tune of “Hey, Hey, Holy Mackerel!”, posting over $300 million in contracts. The Cubs 
replaced two-fifths of their starting rotation, signed the premier LF on the market in 
Alfonso Soriano to a 8-year, $136-million contract and resigned 3B Aramis Ramirez for 
over $70 million. With additional backup players the money spent amounted to 3 
seasons worth of salaries for a top-10 payroll in the 2007 season. (But barely more than 
A-Rod’s contract.) 
 
Primarily, this was due to the expectant sale of the Tribune Company, with the new 
owners on the hook for the ballplayer’s salaries. Long-time marketing guru John 
McDonough acquired the reins from ex-team president Andy MacPhail, who had not 
spent with the dangerous abandon of a drunken sailor on liberty in Thailand. (Is there 
any other kind?)  McDonough would resign his commission after only one season at the 
top, heading to the moribund Chicago Blackhawks as their new field commander.  
 
“Slow, steady and unspectacular success,” was often attributed to MacPhail’s rotation 
as Cubs’ OIC. The Cubs managed to reach the playoffs in 1998 and 2003 with him 
heading the chain of command. Yet, while the Cubs put meat in the seats, racking up 
over 3 million yearly visits at the 2nd highest average ticket price (Team Marketing), the 
financial success rarely translated to consistent winning. Injuries to star players, poor 
drafting of everyday players and anti-sabermetric philosophies plagued the Cubs, more 
than anything else. (Franchise Success Theory Below) 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
As 2008 unfolds with a 12-6 start, while hot imports RF Kosuke Fukudome and CF 
Reed Johnson bringing sparks to an all ready talented lineup, a new man stands atop 
that ivy-covered wall: Generalissimo Sam Zell. 
 
His Tribune acquisition has gone south – as various reports have judged this deal 
negatively, and the ad revenue analysis of newspaper/media conglomerates falter 
quarterly – and thus, the Chicago Cubs might find Sam Zell meddling in their baseball 
affairs if the future finds no one will buy the team.  
 
But why? 
 
Zell has decided on a 3-pronged attack in selling off of the Chicago Cubs entity: The 
landmark stadium, the naming rights of the facility, and the Chicago National League 
ball club. Wrigley Field is being shopped to an Illinois-controlled agency – with the 
payment to be made in noncash assets, possibly deferred, likely a real estate swap of 
some sort. This arrangement is needed to avoid capital gains taxes that Wrigley’s 
outright sale would incur. This proposal has been unsuccessful, as Zell backtracks like a 
Bush, to a new offering plan for the ball team: with and without the stadium.  
 



A more confusing (and disturbing) tactic is the naming rights idea – to rename the 
ballpark in some corporate phallic term – just to generate more cash. However, no true 
Cubs fan would ever call Wrigley Field, “Google Park” or “Amazon Stadium” or 
“Microsoft Field.” But somehow, Herr Zell hopes a marketing dunce will get his bosses 
to pony up $50-100 million for a mediocre tagline to an all ready historic name and 
place. 
 
Lastly, the ball team would be sold. Tribune brass had estimated $1 billion for the entire 
lot, but given the stipulations and separate deals, what once was a hot commodity with 
Chicago Wolves owner Don Levin, Phoenix Suns CEO Jerry Colangelo, Dallas 
Mavericks impresario Mark Cuban among others submitting bids or inquiring about 
purchase, has grown silent as the Wrigley grass in a bitter cold November. 
 
More importantly, to theatre commander Zell, is that this deal must be made to generate 
the requisite cash to keep his private corporation credit worthy as debt obligations 
threaten to choke his fledgling entity later on this year. Layoffs of over 400 journalists, 
pressmen and middle managers at the LA Times, Chicago Tribune, Orlando Sentinel, 
Newsday and others, to go along with the $125-million dollar liquidation of real estate in 
Hollywood is only the beginning of whatever General Zell envisions as necessary. 
 
Last year, Zell said, “We didn’t do this deal to figure out what to get rid of,” but that has 
become the focus, as Newsday is being added to the list of things to sell with an 
estimated $500 million price tag. But once again, Zell has convoluted that deal. (The 
Truth: You can’t handle the truth!) 
 
The Cubs might become an Oakland A’s, no frills – styled franchise, if Zell gets stuck 
with the ownership of the team too long. Making drastic cuts, selling off players for 
mediocre minor league prospects, reducing payroll while keeping ticket prices constant, 
all in the name of a buck to run his horse-and-buggy newspaper concerns. 
 
With a successful 2008 season, resulting in a World Series title? , don’t be too surprised 
if the Cubs are still in “ownership limbo” that a “Zell Hell” begins, and high-priced players 
are jettisoned.  
 
Hopefully, a few, good baseball-minded men will step in to buy the Cubs away from 
Colonel “Samuel Zell” Jessup. Because, I don’t want him on that wall, nor do I need him 
on that ivy-kissed wall. 
 
“You’re dismissed, private Zell.” 
 
  
 
 
 
    



Cubs 5 - Game 1: 10,001 wins and counting, A Cubs Odyssey 

 

Just recently, the Chicago National League Ball Club, better known as the Cubs, won their 

10,000
th

 game against the Colorado Rockies. Only the San Francisco Giants have more victories, 

but both of their plights are more due to longevity that overall stellar performances, at least in the 

Cubs case. 

During their 132-year history, they have been called the White Stockings, Colts and 

Orphans, before acquiring the Cubs moniker in 1903. While considered often a forever-losing 

franchise, they have acquired in actuality, mediocre, but not abysmal numbers. 

 

Franchise Moniker Wins Losses Win Pct. % 

White Stockings 845 505 .626 

Colts 550 516 .516 
Orphans 346 368 .485 
Cubs 8,262 8,083 .505 
NL Chicago as of 5/5/08 10,003 9,472 .514 

 

While called the White Stockings, the Chicago 

franchised amassed their most successful run – 

finishing first 6 times in the fledgling National 

League. Of course, they were set up to win from 

the outset by National League founder and White 

Stockings owner William Hulbert in the 1
st
 

major acquisition of premiere talent from Boston 

and Philadelphia. Superstar pitcher and future 

businessman extraordinaire Albert Goodwill 

Spalding, 1B Cal McVey, 2B Ross Barnes, C 

Deacon White and Philadephia’s workhorse, 3B 

Adrian Constantine ‘Cap’ Anson, would all trek 

west to Chicago and dominate in the inaugural 

season with a 52-14 record. 

 

Cap Anson looking hard 

By 1891 – when the Cubs won their 1,000
th

 game in their 2
nd

 season known as the Colts 

– Cap Anson was managing, as he had for 11 seasons, and still playing 1
st
 base, as he would for 

six more. Anson would continue to play until age forty-five, retiring in 1897. 



The decade of the 1890’s would not be kind to Chicago – as Baltimore would dominate 

the league as the newcomer franchise formed in 1890 in winning 3 straight titles in the mid-

1890’s under Ned Hanlon. Meanwhile, the Colts couldn’t find their legs. In 1898, they became 

the Orphans, a name that speaks volumes, and their fortunes were little better over the next five 

years.  

 

 

 

In 1903, they found a new name, via a Chicago daily, and soon, a new dynasty: the Chicago 

Cubs would be a dominating force for 5 years (1906-1910), racking up four-100 win 

seasons, achieving their 2,500
th

 win in 1910 as a rotund President Taft sat in the White 

House. The Cubs were led to this winning mantle by The Peerless Leader, Frank Chance, 

who is the only Cubs manager to taste World Series victory. Chance, who arrived in 1898, 

the year after Anson retired, started out as a catcher, but would be immortalized as a 1
st
 

sacker by Franklin P. Adams in the poem, Baseball’s Sad Lexicon, a.k.a. Tinker to Evers 

to Chance. 

 

 



These are the saddest of possible words:  

Tinker to Evers to Chance.  

Trio of Bear-cubs, fleeter than birds,  

Tinker to Evers to Chance.  

Ruthlessly pricking our gonfalon bubble,  

Making a Giant hit into a double --  

Words that are weighty with nothing but trouble:  

Tinker to Evers to Chance.* 

 

*Joe Tinker and Johnny Evers as a double play combo rarely spoke to each other after fighting in an exhibition 

game in 1905. Just goes to show you that teamwork does not mean friendship. 

 

1929 saw the Cubs win their 4,000
th

 game and 

appear in their first World Series since 1918, when 

Babe Ruth was still a star pitcher, and the Boston 

Red Sox still had their dynasty in tact. The Cubs 

were led by no-nonsense manager Joe McCarthy, 

who had assembled most of the talent via shrewd 

trades and waiver pickups during the late 1920’s 

with gum man William Wrigley and sports 

reporter-turned-GM Bill Veeck Sr.’s support. 2B 

Roger Hornsby, SS Woody English, RF Hazen 

Shirley ‘Kiki’ Cuyler, CF Hack Wilson and 

pitchers Guy Bush and Charlie Root were amongst 

his finds. 

 

Hack Wilson, the 5’6” powerhouse that 

terrorized the 1930 N.L. 

The Cubs though were dismantled 4-1 in the series by wily HOF manager Connie Mack, 

who utilized his star lefties, Lefty Grove and Rube Walberg out of the bullpen, starting 

journeyman junkballer Howard Ehmke and righty George Earnshaw against the right-hand heavy 

Cubs, who had scored 982 runs in the regular season. McCarthy would be given his walking 

papers too soon, taking his act to New York, and getting sweet revenge on the Cubs in 1932 and 

1938. Babe Ruth would gain further acclaim in the 1932 Series with his ‘called shot.’   

 

 



 

 

In 1954, the Cubs would reach their 6,000
th

 victory and see the arrival of their most favorite son: 

Mr. Cub, Ernie Banks. He had come up late in 1953, after starting off in the Negro Leagues of 

Texas, then moving over to the Kansas City Monarchs under the tutelage of 1
st
 base 

legend/manager Buck O’Neil. The Cubs were in the absolute midst of baseball hell as they 

would see 2
nd

 division finishes (5
th

 place or lower) from 1947-1966. (Only the 1919-1948 

Philadelphia Phillies and the 1947-1961 Washington Senators can match that record of atrocious 

play.) 



 

HOF Ferguson Jenkins throwing his 3,000
th

 

strikeout pitch 

In 1982, the Cubs won number 8,000 with the 

franchise officially owned by the Tribune 

Company, after three score and five years of 

Wrigley family ownership. Pitcher Ferguson 

Jenkins, who had once ran off a string of 6 

consecutive 20-win seasons, came back to 

Chicago to notch his 3,000
th

 strikeout, but was 

no longer dominate. And Mr. Cub had his 

uniform number now flying proudly atop the 

left-field foul pole, but never played in the 

postseason. Both players were instrumental to 

the late 1960’s Cubs rebirth. It was a minor 

trade made on January 27, 1982 by newly-

minted general manager Dallas Green which 

would bring the Cubs out of the dull drums of 

the ‘what’s your sign’ decade. 

 

The Leo Durocher-led Cubbies had finished 

above .500 for six straight seasons – but alas 

– sans playoffs during his reign. GM Green got 

the Cubs to their first playoff appearance in 

1984 – as the country Jumped for joy – and the 

birth of the Cubs legend, 2B Ryne Sandberg, 

took place. He was the player traded for, as a 

minor league prospect. 

However, the Cubs would come up 1 game 

short in their 1
st
 playoff in 39 years. Green 

would be fired too soon by the penny-wise, but 

pound-foolish Tribune management. From 

1990 to 2000, the Cubs would finish over .500 

twice. 

 

Van Halen’s Jump was played often in 1984 



It wasn’t until Dusty Baker, another ex-Giant manager, took over that the Cubs would string 

together back-to-back .500 seasons. Freaky injuries, home run-happy, but on-base challenged 

players would define the offenses, and soon, Dusty was no longer trusty. 

The current Cubs’ odyssey to winning a title will require more than a little luck as the 

curses, hexes, black cats, goats, Bartman, phantom injuries and plain old bad baseball can be 

seen in the odyssey of winning 10,003 games and counting… towards a World Series in this new 

Millennium. 

 

Game 2 called due to rain.  

 

Sorry, Ernie. 



Cubs 6 – Patience, Grasshopper: The Fukudome Effect on the Chicago Cubs 

 

 

As the Cubs swept the Arizona Diamondbacks (ah, sweet revenge), and took care of the Padres last 

night (12-3), one can begin to see the ‘Fukudome effect’ on the philosophy at the plate of the Cubs. (3
rd

 in 

the NL in pitches seen per plate appearance at 4.33) This 2008 team has made a healthy living on the 

bases on ball, taking many more pitches per at bat than they ever did in Dusty Baker era.  

 

As the Cubs lead the NL in on-base percentage (.375) and runs scored (223), cause-effect mind you, 

they are suddenly piling up the wins (23). Their plate appearances are becoming a sight for joyful eyes, 

seeing pitchers work and work, and well, throw bad pitches that become either hits or all-access passes 

to the base-paths. 

 

Opposing teams are being fukudomed to death by the pitch counts. Nearly every game, I see Mr. 

Fukudome run a count to 3-2, foul off 2 or 3 balls, and either walk or make decent contact. He’s not hitting 

ropes around the park, but he is leading the Cubs away from the hack-if-you’re-lonely-and-want-to-sit-

down at-bats the 2002-2007 Cubbies took.  

 



Cubs Offense Runs Rk OBP Rk SLG Rk  

2002 706 22 0.321 22 0.413 17  

2003 724 20 0.323 23 0.416 19  

2004 789 16 0.328 23 0.458 3  

2005 703 20 0.324 20 0.440 6  

2006 716 28 0.319 29 0.422 22  

2007 752 18 0.333 17 0.422 15  

2008 (38 G) 223 1 0.375 1 0.441 4  

        
Projected 
Runs 951       

2007 Yankees 968       

2004 Red Sox 949       

2003 Red Sox* 961       

        

* Set Record for highest slugging average in baseball history 
 

 

The mantra then was to hit a dinger with no one on base. It looked cool – if you liked the long ball, and 

that’s all – but it didn’t garner much in the way of wins. No patience, grasshopper. No taking the pebble, 

or the baseball, from the master’s hand. No walking on rice paper to achieve balance of purpose, or 

achieving spiritual unity with the 95-MPH fastball. No Kung Fu that worked. 

 

 

 



Aside from the Fukudome effect, the catching of Don Giovanni Soto, with his slugging and backstop play, 

has been a well received gift after the struggles to get both hitting and fielding skills at the catcher’s spot. 

The Cubs have two rookies doing well from the start. (Fukudome is not really a rook; Kosuke spent more 

time in Japanese baseball than Barack Obama has in U.S. politics. But both have had enormous effects 

on their respective professions.) 

 

Now, the patience of the hitting has to translate to the operation of the pitching staff, aside from Big Z, 

The Dump Truck and Carlos ‘Captain’ Marmol. As I see it, nearly a quarter done with the season, the 

Cubs are 1 starter short of being a team to be reckoned with in October. They can survive on Carlos 

Zambrano’s days, maybe get by with Dempster, but Lilly has to sharpen or they need to acquire a solid 

#2 or be destined to bow out. (I am speculating on the World Series.) 

 

No trade prospects – at least ones I would mention publicly, and know all the particulars – come to mind, 

yet. The fact that most divisions are still very competitive, and not runaways, means that will have to 

check back in late June, and see if the optimism expressed is an exclusive right of the Chicago Cubs, and 

not duly prohibited for rebroadcast, redistribution or dissemination to the rabid faithful. By then, some 

team of low ability, might be looking to deal a starter of worth. Maybe not. 

 

Patience, grasshopper.  

 

Patience, Cub fans. (100 years!!!) 

 



Trading Up & Tough Love: The Prospects of a Pitching Mega Deal & Running out of Patience 

 

As the 32-22 Cubs seem well constituted for a long-awaited NL pennant, one has to realize that 

the post-season failings of the past often reflect what is necessary to overcome it in the present. 

 

24 years ago, the Cubs obtained #1 starter Rick Sutcliffe, catcher Ron Hassey and reliever 

George Frazier from Cleveland for Mel Hall, Daryl Banks and Joe Carter. It was a good deal as 

Sutcliffe went 16-1, won the NL Cy Young, and brought the Cubs to within a deciding game of 

an NL Pennant. (LF Joe Carter would eventually become the game 6 walk-off hero in 1993 

World Series, while amassing 396 home runs and 1,445 RBIs in a 17-year career.) 

 

The 1984 Cubs used a 4-man rotation (Sutcliffe, Trout, Eckersley and Sanderson) in their 1
st
 5-

game October playoff series. But many viewpoints though point out how in Game 4 of that series 

Scott Sanderson took the mound (with reoccurring back problems) instead of a start by Sutcliffe 

on 3 days rest, leaving Steve Trout to pitch the potential game 5. The Cubs were overconfident in 

feeling their top 4 should be used, instead of shortening up their rotation for a post season run, 

while putting Sanderson in a relief role. Though no one knows for sure (with Sutcliffe in game 4 

and Trout in a game 5), this may have been the difference to the outcome of that season’s 

fortune. 

 

Pitching, more often than not, is the deciding factor in a short series. 

 

With that premise, the 2008 Cubs have to project ahead to what might be a potential shortfall in 

pitching in multiple postseason series. As touched on in the prior post, Patience Grasshopper, the 

starting pitching of the Cubs has to be seen as lacking beyond Carlos Zambrano. Ted Lilly will 

undoubtedly go #2 in October – with hopefully better success than last year – but then, closer-

turned-starter Ryan Dempster will be #3. Who’s next? (Currently, Sean Gallagher, Jason 

Marquis, Jon Lieber, Sean Marshall and Rich Hill are your options. None particularly appealing 

for various reasons as Gallagher is too inexperienced, Marquis, too inconsistent, Jon Lieber, too 

old and Marshall and Hill lack MLB stuff or concentration.) 

 

Currently, with most teams still very competitive, aside from 2007 NL Pennant winning Rockies 

and 2006 AL Pennant kings Tigers, the necessity to let go a potential free agent pitcher is remote 

in the minds of general managers. The season is at the one-third post. However, what, if 

anything, would the Cubs part with in order to secure another arm to overcome 100 years of 

abstinence from championship success? 

 

A few minor names might be seen in a trade: 

 

RHP Jose Ceda 21 yr. – possible Lee Smith-like stuff, could be groom to close 

CF Tyler Colvin 23 yr. (9/5/85) – Steve Finley comparisons, true lefty (1
st
 Rd. 2006) 

C Josh Donaldson 22 yr. – good hitter, rough at catching, good arm (1
st
 Rd. Supplemental) 

2B Tony Thomas 22 yr. (5’10”) – passed up Eric Patterson as potential 2B for the Cubs 

3B Josh Vitters – 19 yr. (8/1989) – Plus hitter Power and average (1
st
 Rd 2007) 

CF Felix Pie – 23 yr. – Has defensive skills, but lacks MLB ability to hit off-speed 

 



Mentionable: RHP Kevin Hart, LHP Sean Marshall, LHP Rich Hill 

 

While not exhaustive, and without a scout’s eye, these players might find themselves in a 3 or 4-

for-1 trade deal. 

 

Educated baseball men are conflicted about giving up the future for a possible overpriced, under-

performing free agent to win just for one season. Leaving one’s minor leagues bereft of talent 

and setting back the club for 4 or 5 seasons. 

 

However, with the Cubs, it may be justify to reach a little, assuming a target doesn’t come with 

too high a talent price. The Cubs major cogs are signed out 2, 3 or 4 seasons, leaving ample time 

to develop more talent, and make trades that can garner some back, potentially. 

 

Who would be the targets of a trade offer? 

 

In the American League (assuming the target team falls out of the chase): 

SEA Jarrod Washburn 

TOR A.J. Burnett 

CLE C.C. Sabathia 

OAK Joe Blanton 

LAA Kelvim Escobar 

NYY Mike Mussina 

 

National League (same applies): 

LA Derrek Lowe 

SD Greg Maddux 

ATL John Smoltz (DL) 

 

Bold denotes most likely to be available. 

 

A.J. Burnett, C.C. Sabathia, Joe Blanton and John Smoltz offer both sizzle and steak. 

 

Burnett’s problems are health usually. Doubtful Toronto will deal him. 

 

2007 Cy Young winner Sabathia will likely be unavailable since Cleveland can right the ship.  

 

Joe Blanton is in Oakland. Oakland is always wheeling and dealing. But Billy Beane will want 

the farm back – at least 2 top tier pitchers and possibly a Josh Vitters or Tyler Colvin. 

 

Smoltz may be ready for his last hooray as a big leaguer. Might come to the contending Cubs for 

his last opportunity, if the Braves falter too much. Would take him as a closer or a starter. 

 

Maddux is only good for his experience, but provides little else. 

 

As the deadline comes closer, the pitcher (or picture) will become clearer. 

 



Tough Love needs to be employed with various players sometimes. Their egos need to be 

checked in order to accomplish the goal of winning. Who do I bespeak of? 

 

Alfonso Soriano has steadily shown his inability to adjust back to everyday left field. Between 

his legs, his hop, his eyes and most importantly, his glove, the balls missed in keys moments of 

games are no longer tolerable. By generous estimations, he’s at least complicit in 3 losses solely 

by his failure to handle routine chances. As a result, Soriano needs to be benched in the 8
th

 or 9
th

 

innings for a defensive replacement such as Reed Johnson.  

 

Additionally, he needs to be batting below the 2
nd

 position. If A-Rod can bat 6
th

 for Joe Torre, 

Fonzi can bat 5
th

 for Sweet Lou. When a right-hand reliever Jonathan Broxton, who has a high 

leg kick (gets home in 1.4 seconds or more), can keep your fast lead off man from stealing, that 

generally means your fast lead off man is not fast, or healthy. 

 

Kerry Wood is not quite yet a true closer. His wildness has opened the gates to a few too many 

rallies. (Realizing A.S. above has contributed to some of his outcomes.) So far, kid K has not 

cottoned completely to the role, lacking killer instincts – using his 95+ MPH fastball to wipe out 

weak hitters – and allowing a few too many bats to strike balls. Meanwhile, Carlos Marmol is an 

answer in the 9
th

, or preferably, crucial tied or 1-run situations. (However, against the Dodgers 

Kid K likely turned a corner, using his fastball and slider beautifully. Stay tuned.) 

 

Jason Marquis will not survive the entire season. (Prediction.) It is inevitable that his struggles 

will leave him on the outside looking in. In just about every game, Marquis winds up with a one-

inning blowup. He’s likeable; can handle a bat; but as a 4
th

 starter, the Cubs have youngsters that 

can do what he’s doing and cost less. Any playoffs are sans a Marquis, but maybe the Cubs can 

acquire a Duke.  

 

Jim Edmonds best hope is as a defensive substitution. His bat speed is gone. No power. Now a 

marginal player, Edmonds has potentially a shot at the Hall, if steroids were not employed or 

alleged. 

 

Good Love: Sean Gallagher has the physical tools to be a solid #2 starter. 4-seam fastball 92-94 

MPH, slider in the low 80’s and a short curve in the low 70’s.  Decent control. Needs confidence 

(and more utilization) of the comeback fastball over the outside corner to right hand hitters. (The 

pitch employed by Greg Maddux to great effect throughout his career.) Improvement on his 

secondary pitches, or adding a quality changeup that masks his lack of sharp off-speed pitch 

might take him to a long career, barring arm problems.  

 

 

 

 

 



(K)Night Moves: Big trade means the chess game is on, and another big splash is possible 
 

 

Late Sunday, the Milwaukee Brewers made the 1
st
 

major deal to open up the chess match to a 
cascading series of possible big moves.  
 
Cleveland, for their part, acquired Milwaukee’s top 
prospect, 2007 1

st
 round pick OF Matt Laporta. 

With his tremendous power demonstrated in AA 
Huntsville (20+ doubles and home runs), the 
Indians must be tickled pink to possibly have all 
ready All-star CF Grady Sizemore and Laporta as 
their future outfield foundation.  
 
At the very least, they did no harm to themselves in 
this maneuver to rebuild on the parts they can 
afford in acquiring 4 players in return. If a soon-to-
be departing free agent does one thing, and one 
thing only, he should bring back 1-3 potential MLB 
players. C.C. Sabathia was their queen (in chess), 
but the Indians may land a rook (Laporta) and a 
knight or pawns back, without sacrificing 
positioning for the long series of matches. Much 
better than losing the queen without immediate 
compensation. (Amateur Draft is a crapshoot 
sometimes, and expensive to mid-to-low market 
teams.) 
 

 
Meanwhile, the rest of the National League Central was put on notice that this chess game will require 
aggressive positioning and tactics. The Cubs, even having 7 all-stars selected, (the most since 1936) 
must be well aware of this fact. 
 
The 2008 Northsiders have been one of great offense, timely pitching, stable defense and comeback 
wins. However, the last 2-3 weeks has seen them struggle against the Rays, White Sox and Orioles, 
losing 8 of 9 in those three series. Their road record of 20-27 is indicative of weakness away from those 
friendly confines – one that can be exploited. An aggressive opening gambit that is flawed, and requires a 
quick defense. 
 
So what are the tactics to counterattack your opponent’s queen advance? How can the ultimate match be 
won by the Cubs? Who might be next in line to be moved forward in defense (a la a trade)? 
 
Offense. The Cubs have potentially six players with 15+ home runs, .290 BA, .370 OBP and 75-100+ 
RBI. (Aramis Ramirez, Derrek Lee, Mark DeRosa, Geovany Soto, Alfonso Soriano and Kosuke 
Fukudome) Four of those guys can and will likely hit 30 home runs. Add in the nice mix of CFs 
Edmonds/Johnson and SS Ryan Theriot, this team will score runs a plenty. 
 
Offense has been their saving grace, but it is lacking a sure fire base stealer (the role Soriano has failed 
miserably in) to bring in as a late-inning weapon. (Think Boston’s 2004 championship run with Dave 
Roberts (5 of 7 in regular season stolen base attempts). Or maybe 1985, as Davey Lopes stole 47 bases 
in 51 attempts while only amassing 275 at-bats for the Cubs that year. The Cubs were maligned by 
pitching injuries…)  
 
Speed off the bench, or a multi-positional player (better than Ronny Cedeno) could assist them further, 
and costs little in the way of prospects. A strategically-positioned pawn to command the center squares. 
Possibly, a pawn-turned-queen in the late stages of the match. (A Dusty Rhodes in 1954 would be God 



Send. Either as a speed burner or an outfield/middle infielder that mashes the Cubs to an essential 
victory.)  
 
Pitching. The post-season trek is littered with mashing teams that lacked top-flight pitching. The 1929 
Cubs and 1930 Cardinals were accosted by the A’s, while each scoring over 980 runs apiece. (Those A’s 
were pretty prolific scorers too.) 1953 Dodgers scored 955 runs but lost the Fall Classic. Since 1969, a 
host of high-powered offenses have fallen short: 
 

Year Team 
Reg. 

Season 
Runs 

 
Reg. 
Wins 

 
Reg. 

Season 
ERA 

Reg. 
Season 

HR 
Allowed 

Post 
Games 
Played 

HR 
Allowed 

Post 

Post 
ERA 

1996 Cleveland Indians 952 99 4.66 173 4 9 5.84 

1996 Texas Rangers 928 90 4.35 168 4 4 3.55 

1997 Seattle Mariners 925 90 4.79 192 4 6 5.91 

1998 Texas Rangers 940 88 5.00 164 3 4 3.24 

1999 Cleveland Indians 1009 97 3.77 197 5 10 9.63 

1999 Texas Rangers 945 95 5.07 186 3 2 3.60 

1999 Arizona Diamondbacks 908 100 4.90 176 4 5 5.35 

2000 Chicago White Sox 978 95 4.21 195 3 4 3.95 

2000 Oakland Athletics 947 91 4.58 158 5 1 3.48 

2000 San Francisco Giants 925 97 4.66 151 4 3 2.97 

2001* Seattle Mariners 927 116 3.54 160 10 12 4.53 

2003 Atlanta Braves 907 101 4.10 147 5 4 3.68 

2006 New York Yankees 930 97 4.41 170 4 6 5.56 

 
 *Mariners only team to make it beyond 1

st
 round since 1997 

 
These teams, even with offenses that scored 5.5 runs+ per game, were giving up earned runs at high 
rates. (Aside from those 2001 Mariners.) Only the 2000 Giants pitching staff posted an unlikely sub-3.00 
ERA, generally a benchmark to winning in the post season. A firm balance between offense and pitching 
is needed to go to the World Series, and win. 
 
The Cubs are most likely in an Arabian marketplace under the quirky ownership of GM Billy Beane. 
Reports have Rich Harden, an injury-prone but talented gas pumper (remind you of anyone or two?), as a 
potential target of the Jim Hendry’s regime. Kicking the tires of Harden, to see if they are stable, is but 
one pawn move. 
 
Are the A’s eyeing Sean Gallagher plus a few more prospects back – a trade off of a knight, a bishop and 
couple of pawns, for possibly, a queen? Can the Cubs afford to put the eggs in the fragile basket of a 27 
yr. old Harden? With Zambrano, Dempster and Lilly giving good showings, and Harden stepping in ahead 
of Dempster, could they actually afford to trade 22 yr. old Gallagher? Yes – if Harden is over his 
Prior/Wood problems. A queen well positioned can command the entire board, picking off opponents 
pieces and assuring a match win. A once-in-a-century opportunity. 
 
The moves to make before the clock expires.  
 
Tick tock on the Cubs. 
 
 



The 4
th

 of July: A day of reflection on America’s past, present and future 

 
As we go into the 232nd year of our nation’s birth, we are faced with an inordinate amount of 
negative news that takes away from the pleasures and prosperity of being American. 
 
Fuel and food prices are rising daily. Wage deterioration and job losses are consistently 
highlighted on the tube. Energy conservation and constrictions, environmental issues and 
policies and safety and security strategies are, in essence, all tied together by the fact that we, as 
human beings, have only this one world, and it is not unlimited in resources, but it is boundless 
in the harm it can do to us, if we allow it. 
 
We are also reminded of these matters by the presidential election of 2008. A race highlighted by 
the 1st woman and 1st African-American to realistically run for the highest office in the land.  A 
political race with a man known first as a 5 ½ year veteran of a Vietnam prison camp, then as the 
oldest man to contend for the 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue address. 
 
As this takes place, in the distant backdrop comes the idea of sports. The way many escape their 
problems and woes of 8-6 workday, complaining spouses and children, overbearing bosses and 
unhelpful nosey neighbors, and the fact, this world is perceived as worse than the world of our 
childhood, or our father’s childhood. In verity, it is only the changing faces of leadership and 
altered ways to communicating that may be at the crux of this worsening outlook we perceive. 
 
But even these sports have gone astray in our minds.  

 
The athletes seem ever more jaded – with the moronic media and money made fueling their 
contempt for us, the fans – and their gloss and glimmer is faded before we ever get to know 
them. The scandals, gassed up by online sites, radio blowhards (Rush Limbaugh as a well-paid 
version of this group) and the Extremely Stupid Pundits of News (ESPN) who drive recklessly, 
all over the ‘free’ airways, bastardizing the concept of ‘a scandal’ while in search of some 
mythical creature called: The Truth. 
 
Amoral ownerships require new branding of their stadiums, new revenue streams (from that 
branding) and shameless promotion of those well-paid jaded athletes that are endemically tied to 
those scandals aforementioned. These owners will threaten to ‘take their team and go elsewhere’ 
if they do not receive new stadium deals on the taxpayers’ dole. Hundreds of millions (or more) 
spent on luxury palaces where, if a typical fan making under $50,000 a year comes, they will be 
lucky to visit once in a decade. But that’s American Capitalism buttressed by socialistic bailouts 
for the wealthy. And the battle of the billionaires and millionaires wages on the breaking backs 
of cup-of-Joe America, who clocks in and out for dollars these men wouldn’t bend over to pick 
up. 
 
There is no joy in Mudville.  
 
A place where a mighty Casey would strike out, bearing the weight of all failures on his broad 

shoulders.  

 



America once had broad shoulders – now wrecked by the frivolity of politics, backroom dealing 
and undermining the American Dream for a quick sawbuck – but she is now in the midst of a 
maelstrom of her own unfortunate making. The debt outweighs the equity built. The 
infrastructure of morality, decency, kindness and common sense has all but been eroded to the 
point of inoperable and unjustified existence. The ill designs of men have turned markedly adrift 
and astray from the altruisms and protestations of our forefathers.  
 
Yet, we have seen this all before in various incarnations throughout history (going back most 
logically to the Roman Empire.) That a society reaches a point where to go forward it must throw 
off the shackles of injustice and inequality. 
 
We should remember most vividly our Declaration of Independence. 

 
In 1775, as colonial America would begin their fight for independence at Lexington and 
Concord, we felt these truths are self-evident: that all men were created equal; that all men 
deserved life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; that governments derive their powers from the 
consent of the governed; that when a long train of abuses and usurpations evinces a design that 
reduces us to absolute Despotism, it is our right, our duty, to throw off such government and 
provide new guards for our security. 
 
Poetic our forefathers were.  

 
Evincing a design of a new America is one that will require many, many millions to participate. 
To accomplish this feat of revamping our lives and securing our futures requires such sacrifice 
that has not been seen in several generations. This bold concept, using the innovative spirit of 
America, has to take hold sooner, not later. Time is not on our side. 
 
We have to be the Americans of ideals and dreams, of sweat and blood, of clear vision and utter 
determination. We the people must take back the reins of destiny of this country. We must mold 
our future in the widening prospects seen in 1776, but leave behind constraints in ideas, justice 
and circumstances foisted in that time. We are a different world, for sure; but we are much the 
same, in operation.  
 
But from the best ideas and hard work, we can be all that our forefathers hoped for in their 
writings. 
 
We can be independent, secure, stable and fair-minded. We can lead a world that needs 
leadership in these dangerous and volatile times. We can provide the direction that is so often 
missing. And be the steadfast steward to the living concept that was founded on July 4, 1776 in 
the Declaration of Independence and enforced in the United States Constitution. 
 
From those measures and methods, our enduring play and love of sport can continue to be a 
happy by-product of equal prosperity and unwavering social justice. 
 
Happy 4th!  
 



2008 MLB Mid-Season Review: Magic 8 Ball says Cubs Win! Cubs Win! Cubs Win! 

 
We’ve nearly reached the 2008 All-Star game, where the brilliance of big boppers and showstoppers are 
expected to deliver on queue. The passionate baseball fan basks in the rays of the perennial favorites: the A-

Rods, the Jeters and the Mannys of the hardball world. While the youngsters likely find their new idols in the 
Sotos and the Longorias rising to meet new acclaim and new expectations in their 1st all-star bash.  
 
It is great time set in an equally great ballpark. The ‘Stadium’ that shone brightly while Ruth, Gehrig, 
DiMaggio, Mantle and Jackson took their game to unparalleled heights. That had Larsen’s perfect game in 
1956 World Series. Jackson’s three straight trips to souvenir city in 1977. Whitey Ford’s scoreless brilliance 
topping Ruth’s in pitching. And 26 times saw the House rock and roll before a new one was built. The 

passing of an 86-year old comrade that has shared its glory and defined a dynasty. Yankee Stadium will be 
missed.  

  

 
Which is why this mid-heaven classic, during Manhattanhenge, is a time to pay homage, and to destine 
(possibly) whom will be in hunt for October glory. 
 

AL East 

The reigning world champions are playing to expectations (55-39) despite injuries (Schilling) and lack of 
huge production from the usual 3-4 bashers of Manny and Big Papi. That aside, Youkilis, Pedrioa, Lowell, 
Ellsbury and J.D. Drew have not missed a beat, supplying sabermetric prowess to The Big Bo Sox 

Machine. Keeping the rhythm on the mound is the nice combo of Jon Lester (7-3) and Josh Beckett (9-5). 
Each has ERAs under 4.00 throwing an average of 6.25 innings per start. (How far we’ve fallen in terms of 
pitching expectations.) With ageless knuckleballer Tim Wakefield and quasi-gyroballing Daisuke Matsuzaka 

(9-1), Da Sox will only get better with the addition of Big Papi and a surprising Bartolo Colon. (As the Sox 
are hitting .226 with runners in scoring position w/2 outs (20th), but have 18 stolen bases, 1stin MLB. A 
healthy Colon (something we should all strive for) might be the diamond-in-the-bowels you find when are 
rolling on the franchise high these guys are.) Prediction: AL East champion or 94-win wild card. 
 

 
A car you just don’t drive. You savor the ability to do 
what others dare to think about: like date Scarlett 
Johansson.  

Tampa Bay, Hip Hop Hoo-Ray! It 
only took a decade of misery sans 

company (park attendance is still 
tepid) for the Rays to put a team of 
the future on the field. A change of 
philosophy (old, high-price free 
agents from inception to 2003) and 
name (Devil Rays) seems to have 

been the medicine to the ills of this 
franchise. GM Andrew Friedman has 
to feel like an 18-year old driving a 
Bugatti, dating Scarlett Johansson 
and pressing the flesh with Barack 
Obama on the way to the AL East 
division title. It’s surreal. But it is 

the real vroom vroom. 



 
 
The Rays have maximized the acquisitions of top-
of-the-rotation pitchers (Kazmir, Garza and 

Jackson) from their richer counterparts (Mets, 
Twins and Dodgers) to the effect of finally having a 
legit pitching staff (4th in MLB in ERA and WHIP 
(3.70 and 1.25).)   They put together a flexible 
offense with speed-power youngsters B.J. Upton 
and Evan Longoria as their offensive 
flamethrowers, alongside speedy Carl Crawford and 

thick-legged Akinori Iwamura. Add some veterans, 
thought-to-be washed up closer Percival, odd man 
out Carlos Pena and sabermetric cast-off Eric 
Hinske, and the Rays are in the playoff hunt 
without a map, but close to the prize. Prediction: 
90 wins and true wildcard possibility. 

 

 
 
Yankees. New York, New York never had it so bad. I realize they have A-Rod, Joba and Jeter to mesh with 

an Abreu, and the mustache, but this ain’t going to work. A-Rod’s marriage is on the rocks, he still hasn’t 
won the big one, and I can’t see it this time. 3 teams winning 90 games in one division nowadays is rarified 
air – like me convoing with Jessica Simpson’s slightly smarter half, Tony Romo. Yet they wear pinstripes, 
spend money like a Bush presidency, and can’t be counted out just yet. Aw, I am counting them out. 
Prediction: 88 wins, a bronze in ‘08 for the dynasty. 
 

AL Central 

Reminds of the Titanic last murmurs, ‘The World Upside Down.’  The Cleveland Indians threw their 2007 AL 
Cy Young pitcher to the Milwaukee wolves, saving themselves to fight for another day – and getting at some 
cheap gold in Matt Laporta that the wolves guarded. 
 
Detroit is still in the game, but has to be frustrated by the rash of injuries to pitchers and hitters and their 
early season woes. At under 10 games out, they still have the bangers to clang to the division title. But they 

pull it together quick. Prediction: Not likely in my book.  
 
Minnesota’s cry-poor owner, Carl Pohlad must always feel like a genius. The Twins trade away the best lefty 
in Santana, and still, get by. The barely hit home runs (63-26th) by are 5th in runs scored. The have a team 
of relative unknowns (C Joe Mauer and 1B Justin Morneau notwithstanding), but get it done between the 
lines. Scouting, defense, groundballs and late-inning opportunism works in 10,000 Lakes Land. 
 

The Twins are 1st in batting average after 6 innings (.287) with the Cubs and Bo Sox trailing. The Twins 
more significantly have a closer; 25 saves, 1.19 ERA, .96 WHIP and .200 BAA from Joe Nathan. It just 
doesn’t always look pretty or dominate, it just adds up to 85-90 wins per season. Prediction: Short on 
pitching, unless Livan Hernandez & Co. make some strides quickly. 85 wins. 
 
Not-so-shy Sox. I hear about the good guys wearing black, grinders and ‘put ‘em on the board yes’ chatter 
from the Southside hitmen. The bastard child of Chicago baseball (Northside fan, can ya tell?) that should 

have been aborted to Tampa Bay in the early 1990’s. Instead, they built an overpriced sterile ballpark, have 
less-than-stellar attendance and a fast-talking, foul mouth manager who won one. Gotta love ‘em (or hate 
‘em.) If there is an End of Days on the horizon, then the White Sox and Cubs will be the Warm up Act of the 
Apocalypse when they meet in October. 
 
KC & the No-Sunshine Band. Got some talent. Got it young. But is impatient (.317 OBP reflects that) and 

that means no sunshine yet. The dog’s ass still is dark. 
 



AL West 

Angels in the Playoffs. Unless the Rangers can miracle up two starting pitchers that can survive the 
Arlington experience (5.04, last in MLB), they will score a crap load of runs just to watch their opponents 
walk, bang, and schlack their way past them again. 

Oakland: Hey, if you had only $40 million to spend in today’s baseball market, you’d sell too.  
 
Seattle: Like Starbuck’s, it has seen its better times. Come to Seattle as a free agent/trade, prepare to see 
amazing declines in production or freak injuries. Oh, how we miss the 1990’s: President Bill, A-Rod, Junior, 
Johnson, Martinez, Buhner and Sweet Lou. The last team to crack 110 wins. 
 
Angels. 5 consistent starters, Scot Shields, Justin Speier and K-Rod. A smart manager that brings his own 

LA story to the table. And money helps too. Prediction: Battling Boston or Tampa. 
 
NL Race 

Unlike, the drawn out analysis of the American League, this will be the quick and the dead bullets: 

• Mets, Phillies, Marlins and Atlanta will role a D&D dice to decide the National League East. Marlins 

have the MVP in SS Hanley Ramirez. Phillies’ Howard will K 200 times. Atlanta sans Smoltz sans 
playoffs. Mets miracle, yes! 

• NL West. Are we going to see another 83-win World Series champ? Who wants the NL West title? 
Dodgers have talent enough to win…if Torre is what New Yorkers trumpeted for all those years. San 
Francisco go get Richie Sexson and pray…Arizona, luck isn’t forever. Colorado: you got Obama 
coming to town. Hooray! Padres, who is your daddy? Maddux can’t father along these guys to the 

playoffs. He’s gramps to those young bucks. 

• Finally, Cubs win! Cubs win! Cubs win! Milwaukee finds playoffs. 
 
AL Playoffs: 

Red Sox vs. White Sox  
Rays vs. Angels  

 
NL Playoffs: 

Cubs vs. Dodgers 
Mets vs. Brewers 
 
ALCS: Red Sox vs. Angels 

NLCS: Cubs vs. Brewers 
 
World Series: Angels vs. Cubs 
 
Cubs WIN the World Series against the only other team that had a Wrigley Field. (Angels played in Wrigley 
Field West, the original, back in 1961.) 
 

As a biased Cub fan, the logical options to the Cubs are (in order): 
Los Angeles Angels (overall pitching and a few bats) 
Boston Red Sox (top tier pitching, more bats and playoff experience) 
Milwaukee Brewers (bats plus 2 top pitchers, lack experience) 
New York Mets (lefty ace, veteran righty and 2 youths on the left side, chokemasters) 



¾ Pole: The Cubs Have the Horses to Win 

 
I recently found myself stuck with a bad car. The brakes 

went out shortly after the purchase of the beaten fillie. 

The power windows don’t work right. The engine has a lifter 

problem. For $500, you get this sort of vehicle. One 

without the horses to get you home at night. 

 

The Chicago Cubs are not any of that. They are a sleek 

thoroughbred, a Genuine Risk, which can bring it home in 

the derby. 

 
 

Surprisingly, they are a team with more ways to beat you 

than just the usual bang-it-over-the-fence mashers they 

implemented from 1998-2005.  

 

They employ on-base expertise in actually racking up walks 

and long pitch counts. They can string together hits, get 

the merry-go-round of 1st and 3rd going steady while keeping 

pitchers in the stretch and managers harried and annoyed. 

The top 3 pitchers of Zambrano, Dempster and Harden, can 

turn in a gem, or fight for 6-7 innings while allowing 3 or 

less tallies. The bullpen of Samaridija, Marmol and Wood 

are The New Nasty Boys of Lou’s Crew. Even centerfield, 

with Jim Edmonds and Reed Johnson platooning, has become a 

strength, unlike years of plodding by disappointing colts 

and overused sires. 

 



This all came at a significant price tag – as the Cubs 

spent freely $350 million on the cusp of the ball team’s 

billion dollar sale – but it spent wisely, and acquired 

well. GM Jim Hendry, know best for fleecing the 2003 

Pirates and the frustrating lack of moves in 2004-2006 

seasons, has either become wiser or just leveraged the cash 

spent to put a quality product and team on the field. 

Hendry’s horses have finally turned in times worthy of 

Triple Crown contention.  

 

But at the ¾ pole, teams are faced with either pulling away 

while others bite the dust, or fading down the stretch, to 

finish 2nd, or out of the money. 

 

Realistically, no one could blame a fan for doubt. 100 

years of yearning and learning that the Cubs have their own 

curses of black cats, drunk goats and grabby Bartmans 

teaches you frustration that only a Cub fan has the history 

buttressing his/her point of view. 

 

But this team has the horses.  

 

The Secretariats, the Bold Rulers, the Affirms and the 

Citations of the horseracing world are the benchmarks of 

success. 

 
 



This 2008 Chicago Cubs team has ample talent to be the 

frontrunner in the post season. In a race of eight teams, 

they may be the ones that set the pace, drives the turn and 

shows superior instincts in the final leg of the season and 

post-season. (Or struggle against a mighty foe like 

Milwaukee – ala Affirmed v. Alydar) 

 
 

 

A World Series takes these horses to new heights in Cubs 

lore. A win to the pinnacle of the franchise’s history. 

 

It’s early still, but this observer staked these fillies to 

a Spectacular Bid. Go Cubs Go! 

 

 


